
Consider, for a moment, a lush expanse of deep green colour and feel its immediate  
connection to nature. Now picture that area with a low-level mist hovering over the  
surface. Such is the beauty and intrigue of Smoke Green.

The very low chroma of Smoke Green’s yellow-influenced hue imbues it with a sense of  
quiet luxury, while the deep value adds a note of sincerity. Indeed, it is a colour that can 
evoke a feeling of bonding with nature; especially the earth’s broad stretches of fields,  
bogs, and country sides. 

Ecologically inspired as it is, Smoke Green is a beautiful colour to create a grounded,  
effortless effect within any designed space. As a new type of neutral, it coordinates  
effortlessly with many wood tones, from light to dark, and many different colours.  
Reflecting its earthly inspiration, it has the flexibility to enhance large commercial spaces,  
or feel intimate in residential settings.

A garden of earthly delights emerges when Smoke Green is coordinated with the lush hue 
of Purple Horizon, the rich golden Toffee, and the sparkle of Treasure. The combination 
conjures a deep, lush botanical world that feels indulgent and suggests nature at its most 
majestic. Complete the look with the dark wood aesthetic of ME Noce Lucca Natural Synchro 
for an environment that is grounded, with a sumptuous edge.

Though a deep and rich colour, a transcendent mood can be crafted when combining  
Smoke Green with the soft beige of Nova Light Cashmere and the lightness of Airy Blue. The 
ethereal atmosphere begins with the green’s misty appeal, and with the other hues suggests 
the ideal of clean air and soft earth. Coordinating it all with Vincenza Oak Classic completes 
a look that feels light as air, but with a grounded element that maintains a sense of peace.

Smoke Green embodies the best of nature’s colours. It appears connecting, feels comforting, 
and offers an engaging colour with which to create interior spaces.
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